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We study the existence of the weak solutions of the nonlinear boundary value
problem
< < py2yD u s l u u q g u y h x in V ,Ž . Ž .p 1
u s 0 on › V ,
where the nonlinearity g is of the Landesman]Lazer type. Our sufficient condi-
tions generalize all previously published results about the strong resonance at the
first eigenvalue. Q 2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION AND THE STATEMENT
OF THE RESULT
In this paper we study the existence of the weak solutions of the
boundary value problem
< < py2yD u s l u u q g u y h x in V ,Ž . Ž .p 1 1.1Ž .
u s 0 on › V ,
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where V is a bounded open set in R N, N G 1, p ) 1, g : R “ R is a
pp9Ž . Ž .continuous function, h g L V p9 s . Here, D is the p-Lapla-pp y 1
Ž < < py2 .  < < p 1, pŽ .cian, i.e., D u s div =u =u , and l s min H =u dx; u g W V ,p 1 V 0
< < p 4H u dx s 1 is the first eigenvalue of yD on V subject to zeroV p
Dirichlet boundary conditions. Recall that l is simple, positive, and1
isolated. Moreover, there exists a unique positive eigenfunction w whose1
1, pŽ . Ž w x.norm in W V is 1 see 1, 4 . Our paper was motivated by the result in0
w x2 and the generalized form of the Landesman]Lazer conditions consid-
w x w xered in 8, 9 . While the semilinear problem is studied in 8, 9 , it turns out
that a different technique allows us to use these conditions also for the
Ž . w xquasilinear problem 1.1 and to generalize the result of 2 .
We suppose that
g tŽ .
lim s 0. 1.2Ž .py1< << <t “‘ t
Let us define
p t¡
g s ds y g t , t / 0,Ž . Ž .H~ tF t sŽ . 0¢ p y 1 g 0 , t s 0,Ž . Ž .
and set
F y‘ s lim sup F t , F q‘ s lim inf F t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
t“q‘t“y‘
F q‘ s lim sup F t , F y‘ s lim inf F t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
t“y‘t“q‘
We suppose also




F q‘ w x dx - p y 1 h x w x dx - F y‘ w x dx.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H1 1 1
V V V
1.3*Ž .
Our main result is the following.
Ž .THEOREM 1.1. Let V be a smooth bounded domain. Assume 1.2 and
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .1.3 or 1.3* hold. Then the boundary ¤alue problem 1.1 has at least one
1, pŽ .weak solution u g W V .0
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Remark 1.1. There are functions g and h satisfying the assumptions of
w xour theorem and not satisfying the corresponding assumptions in 2 . For
Ž w x.example cf. 9 , let h s 0 and let
4 < < 21 y exp yt sin t ln 1 q t , t G 0,Ž .Ž .
g t sŽ . ½ 2 exp t y 1, t F 0.Ž .
Ž . Ž .It is not difficult to check that F y‘ s y p y 1 and F q‘ s p y 1 ,Ž . Ž .
which implies that g and h satisfy the assumptions of our theorem. On the
w xother hand, g and h do not satisfy the assumptions of 2 .
Ž .Remark 1.2. Our proof is variational. If 1.3 is satisfied, we show that
Ž .the energy functional associated with 1.1 has a saddle point geometry
Ž .while if 1.3* holds this functional attains its global minimum. That is why
Ž .we can call the problem 1.1 at resonance above or below the first
Ž . Ž .eigenvalue if 1.3 or 1.3* holds, respectively.
2. THE PROOF
Ž .We prove Theorem 1.1 separately under assumption 1.3 and under
Ž . Ž .assumption 1.3* , respectively. Let us assume first that 1.3 holds.
Ž w x.The main tool is the saddle point theorem see 7 in this case.
1, pŽ .Let us introduce the action functional J: W V “ R associated with0
Ž .1.1
1 l1p p< < < <J u s =u dx y u dx y G u dx q hu dx ,Ž . Ž .H H H Hp pV V V V
where
t
G t s g s ds.Ž . Ž .H
0
The functional J is continuously Frechet differentiable at every point´
1, pŽ .u g W V and we have0
< < py2 < < py2² :J9 u , ¤ s =u =u =¤ dx y l u u¤ dxŽ . H H1
V V
y g u ¤ dx q h¤ dxŽ .H H
V V
1, pŽ . Ž ² :for every u, ¤ g W V here ? , ? denotes the duality pairing between0
y1, p9Ž . 1, pŽ ..W V and W V . It is clear that the critical points of J correspond0
Ž .to the weak solutions of 1.1 .
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Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.1. Let us assume 1.2 and 1.3 . Then the functional J satisfies
 4the Palais]Smale condition; that is, if u is a sequence of functions inn
1, pŽ . Ž . Ž . y1, p9Ž .W V such that J u is bounded in R and J9 u “ 0 in W V ,0 n n
 4 1, pŽ .then u has a subsequence that is strongly con¤ergent in W V .n 0
Proof. The proof will be performed in two steps. We prove first that
 4 1, pŽ . 5 5u is bounded in W V . Suppose, by contradiction, that u “ ‘ andn 0 n
5 5 Ž 5 5 Ž < < p .1r p.define ¤ [ u r u here u s H =u dx . Due to the reflexivityn n n V
1, pŽ . 1, pŽ . pŽ .of W V and the compact embedding W V ;; L V , there exists0 0
1, pŽ . Ž .¤ g W V such that up to subsequences0 0
¤ ' ¤ i.e., weakly in W 1, p V ,Ž . Ž .n 0 0
¤ “ ¤ i.e., strongly in L p V .Ž . Ž .n 0
Ž . 5 5The boundedness of J u and u “ ‘ implyn n
J u 1 lŽ .n 1p p< < < <s =¤ dx y ¤ dxH Hp n n5 5u p pV Vn
G u uŽ .n ny dx q h dx “ 0. 2.1Ž .H Hp p5 5 5 5u uV Vn n
Clearly,
un
h dx “ 0, 2.2Ž .H p5 5uV n
Ž .and because of 1.2 also
G uŽ .n
dx “ 0. 2.3Ž .H p5 5uV n
Ž . Ž .It follows from 2.1 ] 2.3 that
< < p < < p=¤ dx y l ¤ dx “ 0,H Hn 1 n
V V
which together with the variational characterization of l and the lower1
semicontinuity of the norm yield
< < p < < p < < pl ¤ dx F =¤ dx F lim inf =¤ dxH H H1 0 0 n
n“‘V V V
< < p < < ps lim =¤ dx s l ¤ dx.H Hn 1 0
n“‘ V V
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5 5 5 5Hence ¤ “ ¤ and ¤ is the first eigenfunction. Moreover, ¤ “ ¤ inn 0 0 n 0
1, pŽ . 5 5W V . Since ¤ s 1, there is either ¤ s w or ¤ s yw . Let us0 0 0 1 0 1
Ž .assume that ¤ s w ) 0 in V the other case is treated similarly . The0 1
Ž . Ž . y1, p9Ž . 5 5boundedness of J u , J9 u “ 0 in W V , and u “ ‘ implyn n n
² :J9 u , u y pJ uŽ . Ž .n n n
0 s lim
5 5un“‘ n
pG u y g u u uŽ . Ž .n n n ns lim dx y p y 1 h dx .Ž .H H5 5 5 5u un“‘ V Vn n
Hence
pG u y g u u uŽ . Ž .n n n n
lim dx s lim F u dxŽ .H H n5 5 5 5u un“‘ n“‘V Vn n
s p y 1 hw dx. 2.4Ž . Ž .H 1
V
Ž .It follows from 1.3 that F q‘ ) y‘ and F y‘ - q‘. For arbitraryŽ . Ž .
« ) 0 set
¡F q‘ y « if F q‘ g R,Ž . Ž .~ 1c s« if F q‘ s q‘,Ž .¢
«
¡F y‘ q « if F y‘ g R,Ž . Ž .~ 1d s« y if F y‘ s y‘.Ž .¢
«
Then for any « ) 0 there exists K ) 0 such that
F t G c for any t ) K , F t F d for any t - yK . 2.5Ž . Ž . Ž .« «
On the other hand, the continuity of F on R implies that for any K ) 0
Ž .there exists c K ) 0 such that
w xF t F c K for any t g yK , K . 2.6Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Let us choose « ) 0 and consider the corresponding K ) 0 and c K ) 0
Ž . Ž .given by 2.5 and 2.6 , respectively. Set




A s F u ¤ dx ,Ž .HK , n n n
< Ž . <u x FKn
B s F u ¤ dx ,Ž .HK , n n n
Ž .u x )Kn
C s F u ¤ dx.Ž .HK , n n n
Ž .u x -yKn
Before estimating these integrals we claim that
lim meas x g V ; u x F K s 0. 2.7 4Ž . Ž .n
n“‘
ŽSince V is smooth, it follows from the strong maximum principle see, e.g.,
w x. Ž .6 that for any d ) 0 there exists h d ) 0 such that
meas x g V ; w x F h d - d . 2.8 4Ž . Ž . Ž .1
pŽ . w xIt follows from ¤ “ w in L V and 5, Theorems 12.3]12.5 thatn 1
Ž .passing to a subsequence if necessary for any d ) 0 and for any h ) 0
there exist M ; V and n g N such that for any x g M and any n G n0 0
we have
meas V R M - d and ¤ x y w x - h . 2.9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n 1
Ž . Ž .Let d ) 0 be arbitrary, let h s h d ) 0 be given by 2.8 , and let M ; V,
Ž .n g N correspond to d ) 0, h ) 0 via 2.9 . Then0
meas x g V ; u x F K 4Ž .n
s meas x g V R M ; u x F K 4Ž .n
q meas x g M ; w x F h d and u x F K 4Ž . Ž . Ž .1 n
q meas x g M ; w x ) h d and u x F K 4Ž . Ž . Ž .1 n
F d q d q meas x g M ; w x ) h d and u x F K . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .1 n
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..Since, for x g M, w x ) h d we have due to 2.91
u xŽ .n
0 - w x y h d - for any n G n ,Ž . Ž .1 05 5un
5 5  Ž . Ž . Ž . 4and u “ ‘, x g M; w x ) h d and u x F K s B for n largen 1 n
Ž 5 5 Ž . Ž .. Ž .enough i.e., for n G n and Kr u - w x y h d . This proves 2.7 .0 n 1
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We are now ready to estimate A , B , and CK , n K , n K , n
< <u c K ? K ? meas VŽ . Ž .n
< <A F F u ? dx F “ 0,Ž .HK , n n 5 5 5 5u u< Ž . <u x FK n nn
B G c ¤ dx s c ¤ dx y ¤ dx “ c w dx ,H H H HK , n « n « n n « 1ž /Ž . Ž .u x )K V u x FK Vn n
Ž .due to 2.7 , and
C G d ¤ dx “ 0,HK , n « n
Ž .u x -yKn
Ž .using again 2.7 . Hence
lim inf F u ¤ dx s lim inf A q B q C G c w dx ,Ž . Ž .H Hn n K , n K , n K , n « 1
n“‘ n“‘V V
Ž .which together with 2.4 implies that
p y 1 hw dx G c w dxŽ .H H1 « 1
V V
for any « o 0, i.e.,
p y 1 hw dx G F q‘ w dx ,Ž . Ž .H H1 1
V V
Ž .  4 1, pŽ .contradicting 1.3 . Thus u is bounded in W V .n 0
w xThe rest of the proof follows the proof of Lemma 2.1 in 2 . We include
it for completeness. Passing to subsequences, we can assume that there is
1, pŽ .u g W V such that0
u ' u in W 1, p V , u “ u in L p V .Ž . Ž .n 0 n
Since
< < py2² :0 ⁄ J9 u , u y u s =u =u = u y u dxŽ . Ž .Hn n n n n
V
< < py2y l u u u y u dxŽ .H1 n n n
V
y g u u y u dx q h u y u dxŽ . Ž . Ž .H Hn n n
V V
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and the last three terms approach 0, we have
< < py2=u =u = u y u dx “ 0,Ž .H n n n
V
i.e.,
< < py2 < < py2=u =u y =u =u = u y u dx “ 0.Ž .Ž .H n n n
V
It follows from Holder’s inequality that¨
< < py2 < < py20 ⁄ =u =u y =u =u =u y =u dxŽ .Ž .H n n n
V
5 5 py1 5 5 py1 5 5 5 5G u y u u y u G 0,Ž .Ž .n n
5 5 5 5 1, pŽ .which implies u “ u . The uniform convexity of W V then yieldsn 0
u “ u. The proof is complete.n
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.2. Let us assume 1.2 and 1.3 . Then the functional J has a
1, pŽ . ² :saddle point geometry; i.e., if we split W V as the direct sum of E s w0 1 1
 1, pŽ . py1 4and E s u g W V ; 0 s H uw dx , then2 0 V 1
Ž . Ž . < <i J aw “ y‘ if a “ q‘,1
Ž .ii J is bounded from below on E .2
 4Proof. Assume, via contradiction, that there is a sequence a ; R,n
< < Ž .a “ q‘, and J a w G c for any n g N and some c g R. We cann n 1
assume that a “ q‘ without loss of generality. Thenn
J a wŽ .n 1
lim inf G 0 2.10Ž .
an“q‘ n
and
J a w G a wŽ . Ž .n 1 n 1s y dx q hw dx. 2.11Ž .H H 1a aV Vn n
Ž .Let « ) 0 be arbitrary and let K ) 0 be given by 2.5 . Since
9 9G t F t c 1 cŽ . Ž . « «y s G s y ?p p p py1ž / ž /t t t p y 1 t
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for any t ) K, we have
9 9s sG t 1 cŽ . «y dt G y ? dt ,H Hp py1ž / ž /t p y 1 tt t
i.e.,
G t G s c 1 1Ž . Ž . «y G y 2.12Ž .p p py1 py1ž /t s p y 1 t s
Ž . Ž . pfor any s ) t ) K. The assumption 1.2 implies that G s rs “ 0 as
Ž .s “ q‘. So, passing to the limit for s “ q‘ in 2.12 , we obtain
G t cŽ . «G 2.13Ž .
t p y 1
Ž .for any t ) K. Since « ) 0 is arbitrary, it follows from 2.13 that
G t 1Ž .
lim inf G F q‘ .Ž .
t p y 1t“q‘
Ž . Ž .Now, it follows from this, Fatou’s lemma, 2.10 , and 2.11 that
J a w J a wŽ . Ž .n 1 n 1
0 F lim inf F lim sup
a an“‘ n“‘n n
G a wŽ .n 1s lim sup y dx q hw dxH H 1ž /aV Vn“‘ n
G a wŽ .n 1s lim sup y dx q hw dxH H 1ž /aV Vn“‘ n
G a wŽ .n 1s y lim inf dx q hw dxH H 1ž /an“‘ V Vn
G a wŽ .n 1F y lim inf w dx q hw dxH H1 1a wn“‘V Vn 1
1
F y F q‘ w dx q hw dx ,Ž .H H1 1p y 1 V V
Ž . Ž .which contradicts 1.3 . Thus i is proved.
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Ž .To prove ii we use the fact that the standard compactness argument
yields the existence of l ) l ) 0 such that, for any u g E ,1 2
p p< < < <=u dx G l u dxH H
V V
Ž w x. Ž Ž ..cf. 2 . Let u g E . Then using the assumption 1.2 for any « ) 0 there2
exists c ) 0 such that
1 p p< < < <J u s =u dx y l u dx y G u dx q hu dxŽ . Ž .H H H H1p V V V V
1 l1p p5 5 5 5G u y u y G u dx q hu dxŽ .H Hp l V V
1 l «1p p
p9 p5 5 < < < < 5 5 5 5G u 1 y y c u dx y u dx y h uH H L Lž /p pl V V
1 l «1p pp
p95 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5G u 1 y y cl u y k u y h k uLž /p pl
1 l1p p
p95 5 5 5 5 5s u 1 y y « k y cl q k h u , 2.14Ž . Ž .Lž /p l
1, pŽ . pŽ .where k and l are the constants of Sobolev embeddings W V ; L V0
1, pŽ . 1Ž .and W V ; L V , respectively. Since « ) 0 can be taken so small that0
p Ž .1 y l rl y « k ) 0, it follows from 2.14 that J is bounded below on1
E . The proof of Lemma 2.2 is complete.2
The proof of Theorem 1.1 now follows from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 and the
Ž w x.saddle point theorem see 7 .
Ž . Ž .Let us assume now that instead of 1.3 the condition 1.3* holds. We
prove that J attains its global minimum in this case.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.3. Let us assume 1.2 and 1.3* . Then J is coerci¤e, i.e.,
lim J u s ‘.Ž .
5 5u “‘
5 5 Ž .Proof. Let us assume, via contradiction, that u “ ‘ and J u F cn n
for some c g R as n “ ‘. We can assume without loss of generality that
un¤ [ ' ¤n 05 5un
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1, pŽ . Ž . Ž .for some ¤ g W V . It follows from 2.2 , 2.3 , and the weak lower0 0
semicontinuity of the norm that
c J uŽ .n
0 s lim sup G lim supp p5 5 5 5u un n
1 l G uŽ .1 np p< < < <s lim sup =¤ dx y ¤ dx y dxH H H pn n 5 5p p uV V V n
unq h dxH p5 5uV n
1 l1p p< < < <s lim sup =¤ dx y ¤ dxH Hn np pV V
1 l1p p< < < <G lim inf =¤ dx y ¤ dx G 0,H Hn np pV V
i.e.,
< < p < < p=¤ dx y l ¤ dx “ 0.H Hn 1 n
V V
Ž .Hence ¤ s w or ¤ s yw cf. the proof of Lemma 2.1 . Assume0 1 0 1
Ž . Ž .¤ s w the other case is treated similarly . It follows from 1.3* that0 1
F y‘ ) y‘ and F q‘ - q‘. For arbitrary « ) 0 setŽ . Ž .
¡F y‘ y « if F y‘ g R,Ž . Ž .~ 1c s« if F y‘ s q‘,Ž .¢
«
¡F q‘ q « if F q‘ g R,Ž . Ž .~ 1d s« y if F q‘ s y‘.Ž .¢
«
Then for any « ) 0 there exists K ) 0 such that
F t G c for any t - yK , F t F d for any t ) K .Ž . Ž .« «
Arguing exactly as in the proof of Lemma 2.2, we derive
G t cŽ . «G 2.15Ž .
t p y 1
for any t - yK and
G t dŽ . «F 2.16Ž .
t p y 1
for any t ) K.
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5 5 Ž .Since u “ ‘, J u F c, andn n
J u G u huŽ . Ž .n n nG y dx q dx ,H H5 5 5 5 5 5u u uV Vn n n
we get
G uŽ .n
lim sup y dx q hw dxH H 1ž /5 5uV Vn
J u cŽ .nF lim sup F lim sup s 0.
5 5 5 5u un n
Hence
G u G uŽ . Ž .n n
hw dx F lim inf dx F lim sup dx.H H H1 5 5 5 5u uV V Vn n
Let us split the last integral as follows
G u G u G uŽ . Ž . Ž .n n n
dx s dx q dxH H H5 5 5 5 5 5u u u< <V u FK u -yKn n nn n
G uŽ .nq dx.H 5 5uu )K nn
Ž Ž ..We obtain taking into account 2.15
G u 1Ž .n
dx F max g s ? K ? meas V ? “ 0,Ž . Ž .H 5 5 5 5u uw x< < sg yK , Ku FK n nn
G u c u xŽ . Ž .n « n
dx F dx “ 0.H H5 5 5 5u p y 1 uu -yK u -yKn nn n
Ž Ž ..So we have taking into account 2.16
G u G uŽ . Ž .n n
hw dx F lim sup dx F lim sup dxH H H1 5 5 5 5u uŽ .V V u x )Kn nn
d u x dŽ .« n «F lim sup dx s w x dx.Ž .H H 15 5p y 1 u p y 1Ž .u x )K Vnn
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We obtain from here
1
h x w x dx F F q‘ w x dx ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H1 1p y 1V V
Ž .a contradiction with 1.3* . The proof of the lemma is complete.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.4. Let us assume 1.2 and 1.3* . Then J satisfies the
Palais]Smale condition.
Proof. The boundedness of the Palais]Smale sequence follows from
Lemma 2.3. The rest is the same as in the proof of Lemma 2.1.
The action functional J is clearly bounded on bounded sets. It follows
then from Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 that J attains its global minimum on
1, pŽ . Ž w x.W V cf. 10, Corollary 2.5 . This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.0
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